Note: To scale the templates, simply have students lie down on craft paper and trace their bodies. Using this size paper, the template can be drawn onto surface. Note the fold line at the shoulder. Underarm and side seams can be stapled or “sewn” with yarn (and punched holes). Women’s jackets are cut short, and men’s jackets are kept long.
Mi’kmaw Peaked Cap
Design your own cap

Note: Peaked cap is close to real size. Simply cut and staple back and top edges, and design.
Note: To scale the skirt template, simply have students lie down on craft paper and trace their bodies from under their arms to their feet. This longer length is used because the top of skirts were tied at the waist and then the upper flap was folded down and over the waist. Teachers will need to improvise a yarn or other belt to tie the skirt at the waist.